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Sex, drugs, and Mandarin lessons.Dating in China: A Memoir.When one nerdy, young

American moved from California to China in the autumn of 2008, he had no idea what was

coming. He knew there would be an adventure and it would have its challenges, but he didn’t

know it could get that bad.From the deserts of Black Rock City, Nevada, to the towering

metropolis of Hong Kong, this memoir takes our humble writer all across the globe in search of

love. Well, maybe not always searching for love, but in search for something.It starts on a

psychedelic trip in Burning Man, and continues in the “overnight city” of Shenzhen. That’s in

the Pearl River Delta, among the densest megacities on Earth. In breakup after breakup, one

lonely expat struggles to understand the Chinese mystique. Featuring an ensemble cast of

international girls, he had many experiences and leaned a few lessons along the way. The

story continues to further exotic locations: Beijing, Canton, Bangkok, Manila, Ohio, the ruins of

Cambodia, and Seattle.Once or twice, he may have even found love. And lost it. Hearts were

broken. Minds were mended. All in a haze of sexual exploration, online dating, and travel.This

is his story. Complete with travel photos, and quotations from “Seinfeld” and Mo Yan.Bonus:

The latest edition includes a 6-page original comic by the author.
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across an opportunity to move to China, and I took it. I haven’t looked back since, and have

made a new life for myself in the ever-fascinating People’s Republic.Specifically, I moved to

Shenzhen, which borders the former British colony (and still pseudo-sovereign city-state) Hong

Kong. Near Guangzhou, the capital of Guangdong Province. This area as a whole is called the

Pearl River Delta, the trinity of major cities around the famed Pearl River.China gave me a new

start on life. I’ve traveled all over Asia, studied Mandarin, and who knows what future paths I

may take whether I’ll return to America in the future or not.Incidentally, although it was never

my specific intention, I have to admit living in China did give me many dating experiences I

might otherwise not have had.As a nerdy American boy from Ohio, I didn’t used to be

particularly good with girls. I was obsessed, I loved from afar many times, but no one would



ever look at Ray Hecht and think of him as the experienced type. There was the first girlfriend

in my hometown of Cincinnati. There was my girlfriend in Los Angeles as well, who happened

to be Chinese, but I swear it’s a coincidence. Just some dating here and there. Yet, as a

struggling twenty-something student with little money and unrealistic dreams of making it as a

writer, I was never too confident in this aspect of myself.Then again, life is about growth.In the

fateful year, I had an epiphany and decided to reinvent myself. Shortly thereafter, I suddenly

moved to China. Not to get into “yellow fever” or anything crass like that, but many Chinese

women are indeed beautiful and like exotic foreigners, and I was lucky to date anyone who

would have me. There is admittedly something of an advantage to being a Westerner, an

American abroad. Moreover, being an expat in the rapidly-developing city of Shenzhen also led

me to an international scene with friends from all over the globe.I am grateful for all my

experiences.Allow me to share this humble memoir.* � * �*In the middle of 2014, as my writing

credits started adding up, I decided to get back into blogging. I wanted to get my name out

there. I choose straightforward the domain of rayhecht.com. Then, I needed content.After a bad

breakup, I was feeling nostalgic and there was something therapeutic about sharing details of

my personal life with the Internet. I decided to post a series of stories under the headline

Dating in China.Some of those stories proved to be a bit popular.And here we are.* � * �*The

stories stacked up after a while.With years and years of commitment issues behind me, there

have been a lot of stories indeed. The innocent. The naïve. The loved. The forgettable. And the

mistakes.The young, the old, the crazies, the addicts, the rich and the poor. They have given

me memories I will keep forever. Some I’ll cherish, some I’d rather forget. Some were so

breathtaking. And other times I settled. They were nice, and they were mean. Always smart,

never stupid.Well, I hope it is good for the soul to share.The names, as they say, have been

changed to protect the guilty. Obviously.* � * �*A brief word on China and the Chinese. I do not

intend to stereotype or give advice on the specifics of Chinese women.This is an enormous

country. The largest population on Earth. There is incredible diversity within China. The

economic landscape is changing at a frantic pace and the culture cannot keep up. Whatever

standards the previous generation may have adhered to, often times young Chinese people

completely disregard those imprints.If one does wish to generalize a bit, styles of people in the

North may be different from people in the South. People from small villages can be very

different from people who grew up in cities. Chinese people who travel to the West for work or

study, or grew up on American television, have an altogether different outlook from the more

traditional, insular locals.At the end of the day, every individual is unique. I’ve found that the

more people one meets, the more stereotypes are shattered.As for the setting, the main city is

Shenzhen, across the border from Hong Kong, in Guangdong Province. The original Special

Economic Zone, a new city that rose fast in the 1980s leading the economic reform of Deng

Xiaoping. I also spent a year in the provincial capital of Guangzhou – also known as Canton.

Besides that, I will detail my travel to various locales around the country and Asia and return

trips to the United States, as well as some background in Cincinnati, Ohio and Los Angeles,

California.The blog might’ve been called Dating on the Planet Earth, but somehow I chose to

call it Dating in China and I hope it fits.PrologueHow I came to China: Doing LSD at Burning

ManWhenever you go to a party and meet someone, after the obligatory questions of “Where

are you from?” and “What do you do?”, one common question is to be asked is, “How did you

get to China?” It’s a fair query and I’ve asked it myself. My story is hard to sum up, and

concerns a music and arts festival/rave in the deserts of Nevada.It was the summer of 2008

and I was a tad anxious. I’d lived in Long Beach in Southern California for three years, a nice

city being part of greater Los Angeles County, and I’d just finished a run at a lame office job as



a temp. Before that, the proverbial server gig while accumulating college credits. Somehow my

goals of becoming a famous screenwriter hadn’t come to much fruition. My career in Hollywood

was short indeed, and I was a bit between things and trying to figure out my next step.

Meanwhile, I was all set to go to Burning Man! (For the second time, I had already been to

Burning Man for the first time in 2007. I was no novice.)This is my “one time at Burning Man”

story.Firstly, the basics. Burning Man is a week-long festival held in Black Rock desert 90 miles

out from Reno, Nevada. For that week in the summer it is the third-largest city in the state.

About 70,000 people show up.It is a real camping experience, off the grid. After parking you

must ride decorated bicycles to get around. Bring your own water as well as foodstuffs. Totally

D.I.Y. The stiff price tag is basically for the port-o-potties they provide, which is well worth the

admission.Still, it’s a tricky event to summarize. It means different things to different people. I

like to say it’s a hippie experience in the daytime with yoga classes and Hare Krishnas and all

that. At night it’s a huge rave with endless dance parties and free bars and all the appropriate

drugs. You enjoy the art structures in the day, chill, meet cool people. When the desert sun

slowly sets, like drowsy eyes, it becomes a city made of glowsticks.There are the mutant cars,

golf carts and buses dressed up as robotic fire-breathing dragons and rubber ducks and pirate

ships. An explosion of temporary art for art’s sake, giant wooden temples full of welcoming

graffiti burned down on the last day. Mockups of “Mad Max” scenarios, complete with

Thunderdome battles.See what show is up at Center Camp. Clothing optional, lots of flesh on

display. Funny how you get used to topless women very fast, yet never a bare ass.Burning Man

officially declares itself a barter economy culture, with no money allowed inside, but it’s really a

give-away-free- away culture hence the infinite free bars. Various massage workshops, endless

parties, private orgy tents, lots of drugs, and all else you can imagine.As for the weather, don’t

forget to always wear goggles and bandanas. What with the blinding sandstorms.It’s about

lawlessness, anarchy. Some rangers patrol, certain rules that need abiding, but nothing short

of murder is ever strictly enforced. Yet somehow everybody is cool, and it actually works. The

naysayers might complain it’s sold out compared to the good old days, and it probably has but I

wouldn’t know from my own experiences those two years in the late noughties.For me, I’ve

since been all over the world and Black Rock City still left me with the greatest-culture shock

ever.It’s such a huge event that you can make of it whatever you want. All kinds of subcultures

to choose from. Some people consider it a spiritual retreat, some people go all-out hedonistic,

many are casual partiers, and others just like to dress up in costumes and express themselves.

Everyone from Silicon Valley types in RVs, to hardcore hitchhikers barely surviving in the harsh

playa landscape.I’m the sort who likes to observe, participate at times to be sure, but a part of

me always wants to keep my distance so I can have perspective to later write about it. So, I

didn’t get in on any orgies. But I did publicly bathe as much as I could. And I did get high on

psychedelics.2008 was a better year for me than 2007, for various reasons. Better group of

people, better preparation. Like sex, sometimes the second time with a partner is better than

the first, because you have a better idea what to expect and it’s more about embracing what

you know than being excited by sheer novelty.As summer approached that year, I made my

Burning Man plans and made it happen. I met some friends, we organized and registered with

an official theme camp and paid dues. I packed and hoarded food, then we drove out for hours

and hours along the Pacific coast in that U-hual, with the greatest of anticipation, and then we

were there. I met crazy people, bathed among new friends, danced all night, and got stinking

drunk.As for dating and drama, I made out. Passed some bases. Even some witnessing of

public sex acts. But I never officially sealed the deal myself and hooked up with

anyone.Altogether, I really did enjoy that week.Then I took a trip.It’s something of a cliché to



say “Burning Man changed my life,” but clichés are often clichés for a reason.* �* �*After my

amazing week of sights and sounds on the Black Rock desert scene, the amazing people I met

and the beautiful visuals, it all culminated in the final night – in which they Burn the Man as the

namesake goes– and then I got to take acid.Now, the psilocybin mushroom is my personal

drug of choice. I have the most experience with it, I am a big fan of Terence McKenna’s spiritual

theories on the subject, and I believe that the therapeutic aspects of these experiences had

literally saved my life during a certain sensitive time in my upbringing. It’s a natural and healthy

mushroom (aminita muscaria is the shamanic poisonous mushroom, psilocybin is completely

nontoxic), and it is extremely powerful. It’s a psychedelic and therefore non-addictive.

Psychedelics are clearly not the same as recreational drugs and need to be put into a different

classification. I’ve never even come across any law enforcement agents who care an iota about

mushrooms.The point is, I’m responsible with this stuff.I wholeheartedly recommend psilocybin

mushrooms to everyone. Most of all, my philosophy is simply to each their own.I’d heard there

were shrooms going around the Burner community, but I wouldn’t like to do it in a party

atmosphere. It’s unfortunate that entheogens tend to turn up when you’re around loud noises

and crowds, because it’s much better to do it in times of quiet contemplation. Set and setting

are very important.Yet it was the twilight of the event and nude parties danced around the

periphery of the immense burning statue. I wandered as much as I could; I soaked up each

and every sensory perception and I wanted to take the next step. I sought psychedelics.Soon I

met some nice Australian Couchsurfers who mentioned acid and we actually did the barter

economy thing. I traded my indie comic for a tab. How cool is that?So far in my life, this was my

first and only time with LSD. I’m not opposed and would very much like to try it more often, but

it’s just been so elusive for me. Perhaps I’m just not that cool to have the proper vibe. Or the

universe is trying to tell me something. That’s okay – I’ve had plenty of other experiences and

mushrooms are more natural anyhow.These days, South China tends to have a lot of party

drugs around the club scene, the kind that are more shallowly fun and dangerous. I’ve tried

Ketamine, various cocoa and opiate derivatives. Lots of hash readily available, which is

common enough anywhere in the world, although THC never appealed to me. Sadly, China is

not a psychedelically-inclined place. That’s Rising China alright, nothing deep of substance

here. But I’m not complaining, one nice thing about psychedelics is that they are also quite

economical; you can take some heavy doses once every few decades that can be plenty.Back

at Burning Man, I took one powerful dose. I found the lysergic acid diethylamide chemical to be

far more euphoric than psilocybin. There seemed to be no chance of a terrifying bad trip

episode. I was surrounded by friendly, nonjudgmental nakeds and I danced the night away, and

when I wanted to be alone to sit in the sand. I was left understood.The hallucinations were

more subtle than I was used to, with geometric shapes bending and stretching. The colors

were rather amazing when I close my eyes. Not too intense. Best of all, less nausea-inducing

than various other psychedelic experiences as well, such as ayahausca.And so passed the

next twelve hours. I gleefully rolled around on the sandy playa. Concerned passersby asked if I

was okay, and I said I was fine and had no self-consciousness at all. I looked up at the stars to

see one of the most stunning sights of my life. Countless UFOs connecting the dots of brilliant

star points with streams of light dancing upon infinity. As I watched, I suddenly understood how

the ancients conceived of constellations.Post-peaking, I smelled the familiar smell of a fire pit

and gathered around with a crowd to keep warm. It’s a pleasant way to meet new people in the

cold night air of a desert. I happened upon a gentleman in a bathrobe who mentioned he spent

some time in China.“I lived in China,” he said.“What’s your name?”“Random,” he answered, as

play names go.“I wanna go to China,” I muttered, still quite inebriated.We got to talking, and he



said it was doable. He said he could get me a job.It was something I was ready for. The only

hard part of the process was scrounging up a pen so I could save his contact information.“Can

someone give me a pen so I can ship this man to China?”“Seriously,” I spouted.“Seriously!” he

echoed.Eventually someone had a pen and paper and I wrote down his email.Synchronicity.

Just like I always read about in all those tomes. Magic does exist and it’s all about shifting your

brainwaves.I always was interested in Asia. Travel is nice, but I wasn’t sure how to go about

moving abroad. My early fascination with the East began with Japanese anime cartoons and

manga comics. I’d already traveled to Japan at this point, and China was definitely high on my

list for countries to visit.As my hobbies grew from comics to live-action cinema in my youth

(although I am still a great fan of comics), my tastes went from Kurosawa films to 1990s Fifth

Generation art films of mainland China, such as those directed by Zhang Yimou and Chen

Kaige back in the 90s. Farewell My Concubine was my all-time favorite for a while. Wong Kar

Wai the incredible Hong Kong indie director captivated me as well, though I never got into HK-

action movies and preferred the emotional harshness of mainland art. I also read some novels

by Mo Yan and Su Tong. So yeah, I was interested in going to China.It was like that drunk

conversation where you’re with your friends and everyone says we’re gonna do something, but

usually you don’t do it. Start a band, enact a project, save the world. Whatever. There’s so

much enthusiasm during inebriation but as sobriety sets in you usually forget about it. But for

once, I did it.My friend Random remains a pal to this day. He later went back to China and

brought me some psilocybin chocolate by the way, a story for another time, and later I visited

him in Northern California in 2010.My night continued, and I wandered and wandered and held

that contact information tight. I bumped into Random again at Center Camp and shivered as

the glimmering sun came up. Couldn’t sleep, under the influence. The new day came; I was

reborn and reprogrammed with optimum positivity and it was time to go. The trip had been a

success. The psychedelic trip even more so.I said goodbye to a girl and readied for the long

trip back down the coast. Eventually I parted with my road trip mates and went home to Long

Beach and set my things in order. I then went on another road trip, from California to Texas to

Ohio, which was a whole other adventure in of itself. I made some decisions and flew off. The

China contact was valid. I was off to start a new life.I then proceeded to live abroad the

following six years.I arrive in Shenzhen September, 2008, I arrive. Fresh after reinventing

myself, via neural reprogramming with lysergic acid dymethelmide, plus multiple introspective

road trips and subsequent self-improvement strategies. I was so ready for a new start.Firstly, it

should be noted that I’m a late bloomer as is. I hadn’t had a girlfriend in quite a while, to be

frank. As of my arrival, I had previously lived in California for three years and my dating

experiences were few and far between. Didn’t do too well for myself there.Please allow me to

backtrack.Long before even that era of my life, there was the main hometown girlfriend of my

youth. Back in Cincinnati, Ohio, my adopted homeland. Ashley was a former OxyContin addict

with lightly dead eyes and a kind heart. She lived with her parents. I met her at a party. The

timing wasn’t right and she still had further healing that I could not help with, but for a while it

was valuable experience for the both of us. We had fun and clubbed and talked all night and

had lots of sex, and we grew a little, and eventually apart. We kept in touch a while, then I’d

decided to seek my fortune on the West Coast. Goodbye, Ashley.And before her, a few others.

An older woman punk rocker comes to mind; she taught me a few things about anatomy. For

the most part, there were various crushes from afar – my friend’s girlfriends, mostly – which

never did amount to much.Some other occasional learning experiences of a sexual nature, but

they were few and far between in Ohio. Those early years weren’t kind to a socially-awkward

nerdy boy from a broken home, and that’s all it is.Oddly enough though, my most recent



girlfriend was a Chinese-American. What a coincidence. I never considered myself the yellow

fever type, really! Her name was Lila, and she was just my type at the time. A slim designer,

short haired, a cutesy sweetheart, a real innocent. We met on a film set when I was living in

hipster-friendly Silverlake for a few months. We held hands on camera, so cute.I think Lila may

have only liked me for my wannabe bohemian, starving-artist ways. And I think she only liked it

as a phase. We went to shows and talked about comics and she drove me around.

Surrendering to the inevitability of her life, she left me to go back to her ex-boyfriend, an

exceedingly-square law school student. Security, right? At the time I thought of her as a sell-

out, but upon reflection the truth is I can’t blame her. I didn’t have much going for me, and that’s

not attractive. I hadn’t reached much potential yet, and I was lucky she gave me a chance at

all.While we stayed friends when I returned to Long Beach, it was more than a little awkward

when she would repeatedly introduce me to her boyfriend. Perhaps she was playing games,

with either one of us sappy guys, who knows now. After a crazy time in San Diego (involving

salvia divinorum), I confronted her about the games and it further soured between us. Last I

heard she recently married that guy.A handful of flings in-between as well, but can’t say I had

much of a successful love life during those cold sunny years.* �* �*Then, I went to the art festival

and got the chance to move somewhere.Fourteen airborne hours later, I was jetlagged and

picked up from the Hong Kong airport and whisked away from that city I’ve always wanted to

visit. My travels were just beginning though, and I’d have plenty of later opportunities to explore

the former colony Special Administrative Region of HK. Exhausted as I was, I looked out the

window on the van drive across the border and contemplated my new status quo.I was

pleasantly surprised when we got to the mainland. I recall that I happened to read a critical

article about Shenzhen in Rolling Stone, about surveillance technology and schlock theme

parks, and that was my first impression of the city. If you aren’t the business type, it’s not

exactly the most famous city in the world. Even for Asia-watchers like me, I assumed it was all

grimey factories. While there are many horribly-polluted days, the city is in fact unexpectedly

green, full of crisp shining shopping malls and luxurious residential zones, full of the energy of

novelty.This is China, I must disclaim, and a lot of that seemingly classy surface veneer hides a

cheap undercoating. But at the time I liked what I saw and it’s still been a decent place to

live.That’s Shenzhen. Deng Xiaoping’s infamous project, to turn a Hong Kong-bordering fishing

village into a top world city. As of this writing, Shenzhen is a city of fifteen million (bigger than

New York) and full of construction and still growing.I was taken to a Chinese-style gated

community –which are referred to as “gardens”— and shown my new home. It smelled like

expensive perfume drenched in sweat and coal. It wasn’t half bad at all.Fortunately, I was lucky

enough to be neighbors with a cool couple who immediately introduced me to the expat social

scene. A Chinese skater and his Canadian girlfriend, they took me to all the hot spot venues. I

wasn’t lonely. I was adjusting to the third-world just fine.Every weekend I was led to the latest

thing. The music, from DJs to live bands, and shopping and drinking and getting high and

conversation and sights and sounds. When I wasn’t expanding my social circle, I was happy to

wander alone in the heavy heat of Luohu District’s gardens and urban villages, mapping out my

new territory. The subway was sparse back then, only two lines, but I learned bus routes and

took taxis and went where I could. I began studying Mandarin, joined a gym, and became a

regular at a few restaurants. I was settling in as well as can be expected. Things were looking

up.I didn’t immediately start dating. I had to get a good sense of the place, build up my

confidence in it all.Of course, every other guy I met had a young Chinese girlfriend at his side.

Like some trendy fashion accessory. It all seemed so easy. While I was warned about the

negative stereotypes of clingy Chinese women looking for a new passport out of the country, I



was also encouraged to go out and have fun. I carefully surveyed my surroundings and

delicately waded my toe into the shark-infested waters of attraction and rejection. I then

subsequently struck out. More than few times, with Westerners and Chinese locals alike. But at

that stage in my life I was patient, waiting for the right opportunity.Before I knew it, opportunity

had come. One day, I was introduced to Mona.MonaThen, my journeys truly began.After being

situated in Shenzhen, for a few weeks, I was feeling more confident with my place in the grand

scheme. I had been rejected a few times, my “game” still needed work, but I was as ready as

I’d ever been to bounce back.
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Ubulord, “Odd Book. This is an odd book. In some ways it is a male version of Sex and the City,

or maybe Bridget Jones (to be honest I haven't read B.J. so maybe you should ignore this last

reference). From what I could check almost all of it is a collection of the author's blog posts

regarding his romantic / sexual adventures in China (with some occasional episodes

happening outside China). It is well written and feels surprisingly varied. A difficult feat to

achieve, given the monotony of the theme. Which only goes to confirm Ray Hecht's

considerable writing skills.Now let's be clear: this is not erotica, nor is the text centered on the

actual sex. It's more a dissertation on dating, sex, drugs, dating sites, relationships, etc. All

happening in a distant land and one that is culturally very different from the author's homeland

of America.The author classifies this book in the opening pages as a memoir. But I don't think

that is a good description. You write a memoir when you're writing several decades after the

events took place and you consider yourself to be a much wiser person. I wouldn't call it a

memoir when you're musing about what happened three years ago. This is written shortly after

the events took place. Your head may be cooler but you aren't really wiser.I'm totally unsure

about the intended readership of this book: men or women?Anyway if reading a well written
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account of a 20 something american male's dating adventures in China is what you're looking

for I don't think you'll find a better book on the subject than this one.”

Susan Blumberg-Kason, “An honest and compelling look at dating in southern China. Ray

Hecht writes an honest and compelling memoir of his first several years in southern China. The

first part of his book centers on the chance encounter with someone who ends up hiring him to

work in China. Once in China, Hecht becomes a fixture in the Shenzhen social scene even

though he's a self-professed introvert.I really appreciated his honesty and his awareness of the

stereotypical western expat men who end up in China. Hecht is very open minded and doesn't

sell out when it comes to making a new life in China. In other words, he doesn't become a

pompous bastard just because he's a foreigner. His dating stories make up the bulk of his

memoir and he is open minded in that area, too. Dating both Chinese and foreigners, Hecht

shows what it's like to feel lonely abroad.Some of these stories are hilarious while others are

quite sad and even downright frightening. Although Hecht is still living in China and admits that

his story hasn't ended yet, he seems at home in Shenzhen and settled into a fulfilling writing

career. This book is graphic for those who are squeamish about sex and drugs.”

RZhao82, “like reading a friend's dirty diary. Firstly, I'm giving this four stars for what it is, a self-

published book based on the writer's blog, sold at a low price. Keep your expectations in check

when you buy this book. It is a little rough around the edges. I think it could use more

developing and definitely some editing (there are typos and some repetition that needs

addressing). BUT I still think it is a good read and certainly worth reading if you are interested

in China, dating, or dating in China.What did I like about it? Well, it made me feel like I was

reading a friend's diary. It was raw and real and deeply personal at times. It made me feel like I

know Ray, in his glory and imperfections. At times I wanted to have him in front of me so I could

shake him and yell, "What the hell are you doing?!" It was also interesting to learn about a side

of China I don't have access to as a married, female expat living in a rather small Chinese city.

I should also mention, it's also easy to read and full of drama. Why not give it a try?”

The book by Ray Hecht has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 20 people have provided feedback.
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